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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a scheme that offers robust 

txaaction of the target face image in standard view, which 
is defined using internal facial features as steady reference 
points. The scheme is characterized by two steps: facial 
feature detection using color image segmentation, and target 
image selection from among the candidates usil~g the sub- 
space classification method. The scheme's flexibility has 
been confirmed in experiments under a wide range of image 
acquiat~on conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer recognirion of the human face i s  expected to 
improve future. human-computer interaction. Most face 
recognition tasks such as personal identification and facial 
expression understanding require automatic :lnd robust 
extraction of the target face i n  standard view from input 
images. Aimed at automatic $erection and identification of 
human faces, some sysrems were reported to show fair 
recognition of a very limired number of subjects under 
rcsaicred conditions111121. However, they were not flexible 
enough to achieve accurare and robust idenltificarion under 
more practical conditions. One reason is that the process of 
standardizing the rarget images was inadequate for human 
faces and therefore, the features used for identification are 

changes in location, size and orientation of rhe face and less 
sensitive to variations of hair style and backgrnund. The 
drawback to this approach, however. is t h ~ t  reliable 
detection of the exact set of the facial fearures as the 
reference points is  not easily achieved by image p m s s i n g  
alone. 'Shere is  usually a danger of missing tile correct 
facial features when we attempt ta prevent false exmctien. 

Therefo~, a jd nt solution to defining the target image is 
proposed by introducing a c!ttssification framework first, 
all facial features with the potential for use a!: reference 
points are extracted by an image segmentation algorithm . . ' . a  1 I . * r ,  L 

to yield possible target image candidates; then. the target 
image i s  selected from the candidales with regard ro overall 
resemblance to the ensemble of correct target images using 
a statistical methd d pattern classificadon. 

The proposed scheme was used as a preprocessing 
module for image standardization in a face recognition 
system, by which the assessment was made based on the 
accuracy of identification 141. I n  this paper. however. there 
will be a more detailed discussion of the algr~rithm and 
assessment of the mget image exmction procedu~. 

strongly subject to distortion by imaging conditions. ET, El, M : reference points 
One promising approach to defining consir tent target 

images of laces under various imaging conditions is the use 
of internal facial featums as the steady reference points. We 
proposed to extract rht mget images robe matchcd through 
affine ~ansFomation defined by the two eyes and the 
mouth 131. As shown in Fig. 1 .  the original image is first M 
translated. scaled and rotared so that the three reference 
points satisfy a standard spatial arrangement. Then a 
standard window enclosing these reference points i s  
superimposed on the affine transformed face image 
specified by the five empirically determined parameters input image target image 
shown in the figure. The standard window is sampled, far (512x480) ( 128x 128 ) 
example at 128 by 128 pixels, to form a target image. The 
target images obtained by this method are rather robust to 

FEg.1 Target image extraction 
from front view face 



EXTRACTION OF 
POSSIBLE FACIAL FEATURES 

I t  is empirically known that, for the average Japanese. 
the facial features in question show the following color 
characteristics in face images represented in the HSV and 
YTQ colmcoodnate systems: 

- the tips have higher Q-component values than the 
surrounding area. 

- the skin area exhibits clear peaks in the histograms 
of b t h  the I and H components. 

Accordingly, we have developed the following algorithm 
to extract alI possible regions thar correspond to facial 
fealures {'I: the image is first transformed from the RGB 
color coordinate system to the HSV and the Y IQ systems 
and then threshotding. hole filling and image subtraction 
operations are applied to the specified components and the 
resultant segmented regions are combined to yield regions 
that potentially represent the facial features. 

A preliminary experiment carried out on mom than 100 
face images showed nearly 100% success i n  placing the 
m e  threc facial features within the lisr of candidates for the 
reference points. SimuItaneously, however, the facial 
feature extraction algotirhm usual1 y yields several False 
regions that do not correspond to the correct reference 
polnts. The number of candidates for the reference point 

might be reduced by using local infomarion on color, s ix ,  
and relative position of the regions. It is  difficult. however, 
to determine the c m c t  set for rht reference points by such 
ad hoc criteria alone because there often remain some 
regions that closely resemble each other, for example an eye 
and an eyebrow. 

SELECTION FROM 
TARGET IMAGE CANDIDATES 

Because of the false reference points extracted by color 
image segmentation. we usually have several target image 
candidates for a single input image. Fig.2 shows an 
example of the set of target image candidates. The problem 
hem is  to select the one that neatly fits the face view in the 
standard window descrikd in Fig.1. 

Our solution to this problem is to apply a classification 
framework so thar rhe selection is made by measuring the 
degree of fitness of an image to the ensemble of correctly 
standardized face images. Intensity images of size N x N 
pixets can be represented by points scattered in  a huge 
vector space of N x N dimensions. Target image candidates 
obtained from the face images of many individuals are not 
spread randomly over this space, but converge to several 
clusters characterized by the facial compositions peculiar to 
the set of facial features frequently used its reference points. 
Each clusler representing its own type of standardization 
among target image candidates spans a lower dimensional 
sub-space. Thus, targel image selection is  performed in the 
form of sub-space classificar ion by examining the distance 
between the paint corresponding to the target image 
candidate and each sub-space. 

Fig.2 Target image candidates 
obtained from a single input image 

Assume that K target image standardization classes m 
defined by observing target image candidates obrai ned from 
face images of a large number of individuals. A 
rnathema~ical description of the sub-space for 
standardization class k is obtained by applying the 
Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) expansion to the mining samples 
of the target images assigned to the class k, and is given by 
mean vector p k and eigenvcctors $ k t  ( 1 = 1,2, ... L ) 
which are associated with the L Iargest eigenvalues for the 
sample covivimce rnaiix R of the training set. It is beyond 

our computational pwer  to determine the eigcnvccton and 
eigenvalues of R for a typical image size of N=128, 

because the matrix R would be N by N * i n  size. As a 
practical matter, however, rhe number of samples in the 
training set for cEass k, Mk. is less than the dimension of 
matrix R, which makes the mamx singular. In that cast, 

the ma& R has. at mOSF. Mk non-zero eigenvalues and the 

corresponding eigenvectors can be calculated through a 
smaller Mk by Mk mamx problem by appIyin8 singular 
value decomposition technique I6r.  Since p k and $ kl k 
are the vectors of the same dimensions as the training 
samples and are therefore representative of some images, 
they are cal!ed mean face and eigenfaoes I T ] .  

Class 1 Class 2 Clrlss 3 

Chss 4 Class 5 Class 6 

Fig.3 Examples of target image candidates 
for the six classes 



Taget image selection lor h e  input image is carried out 
as follows. Suppose that there are 1 liuget image candidates 
obtained from the input image. Let X i  denote a N x N 
dimensional vector representing the intensity image of the i- 
th targer image candidate. For each Xi, the sub-space 

classification rnethcd t "  is applied using the distance dik 
defined between the diita point and the sub-space of class k. 

2 L 

dik = 1 X I  - p~l12 - 2 I ( X i -  / i t )  ' I j l t l l  
/= I  

And after executing K-class dkcrjminarion by !he minimum 
distance decision rule for all the 1 target image candidam, 
the simple algorirhm is applied to select the correct target 
image. Assume that class one i s  assigned to the cluster for 
correct standardization. The algorirhm is: i f  any one of 
the target image candidates, say X ,  , was classified as class 

one, then select that candidate as the target image; 
otherwise reject all the given candtdates with no target 
image selected. 

EXPERIMENTS 

We examined the color segmentation algorithm using 
Ace images of 241 individuals to  obtain tentative sets of 
reference points for the standardization and obtained a total 
of 1,462 targel image candidates in various standardization 
conditions (a set of intensity images of 128 by 128 pixels). 
Through observation of this set, six mnjnr classes of facial 
composition were defined. The examples of the target 
image candidates for the six classes arc shown in Fig.3. 
Class I cwresponds to the standardization that we judge 
correct and the other classes correspond to irregular 
standardization, for example, patterns leaning to the right 
are assigned to Class 2. 

By setting L to 40. thc same number of eigenfaces 
describing the sub-space of each class were abtsined from 
the training set of 241 individuals. The mean face and the 
lop three ejgenfaces representing the sub-space for Class 1 
are shown i n  Rg.4. The eigenfaces shown in the figure ate 
those quantized into four intensity levels. 

As shown i n  Table 1, four sets of hce  images were 
prepared as test samples with the combination of the 
following conditions; "familiar face" vs. "unfamiliar face" 
depending on whether the face is of a person included in the 
training set of 241 individuals, and "front-view" vs, "side- 
on" for face imaging conditions. Classification regarding 
the imaging condition was made subjectively after 
sampiing frame images from a motion picture sequence 
taken while the subject was shaking or noddirtg hislher 

Table 1 Four types of test samples 

The target image extracrion performance achieved on the 
test samplcs is shown in Table 2. Whether the extracted 
target image is  correct or not grounded on the s tnndd  face 
view defined in Fig.1, was given by subjective 
observations. 

For the input images that roughly match the front view, a 
nearly IQO% correct extraction rate was achitved not only 
for familiar faces but also for unfamiliar faces. For the 

Table 2 Evaluation o f  the scheme 

head. input 

target image candidates XI 

mean face thc rop three eigenfaces 
with the largest eijienvalues distance dik from the sub-space 

Fig.4 A description ofthe sibspace Fig.5 A successfuE example of 
for Class 1 the target image selectian 
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side-on facial images, the success rate of the target image 
extraction was obsesved to fall. Nnwcver, ~ h c  worst cast. 
extracting false target images, rarely occurred, bccause 
most of the input images for which the correct mgct image 
was not extracted were properly rejected with no ~arge;el 
images exttacted. In Fig.5, a successful example of the 
procedure in avoiding false target image extraction for a n  
input image from set I3 is  shown. In this case, extraction of 
the comct refemnce points for standardization accidental! y 
failed i n  [he fncial features detection stage so that there was 
no appropriate larget image among the candidates. 
However, all the candidares were successfully rejected by 
the proposed algorithm, because none of [hem were 
classified as class one. These cases o l  rejection could be 
mated properly in  the total operation of the target image 
extnction system by repeating the facial featm extraction 
process with different thresholding parameters. 

Fig.6 shows some examples of input face images from 
which the correct target images were successfully exaacted 
by the proposed scheme. The three plus marks are the 
refelence points finally positioned after the target image 
selecrion p r~edure .  Shown at the upper left of each image 
is rhe target image exlracted from the original input color 
image. The scheme worked well when Qe subjecr assumed 
various poses. when the subject wore glasses and when 
the backpund included various objects. 

CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a scheme for automatic extraction of 
the target image in standard view from input facial imagcs. 
To achieve higher robustness, we combined a locally 
sensitive operation of facial featurc cxmctron with global 
inspection of the target image in the framework of 
classification by the sub-space method. Expcrimcn!~ 
indicated that consistent target images can be exmctcd from 
unfamiliar faces under a wide range of imagine conditians. 
Although real-time operation is not yet feasible, we believe 
this approach will k applicable to the preprocessing stage 
for most automatic face recognition tasks such as personal 
identification, lip reading and facia[ expression recognition. 
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